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New Hampshire Moose: Impacts of Parasites and Climate Change
Pete Pekins
In the White Mountains and northern New Hampshire, the importance of moose to our economy, society, and regional ecology is without question. Here, residents and tourists alike still
marvel at the sight of this iconic animal. However, many North
American moose populations are in decline across the southern
part of their range. This includes New Hampshire’s population,
which peaked in the late 2000s and has since declined about
40% to around 4,000 animals. Consequently, sightings of
moose and permits to hunt them have been much reduced –
only 50 permits were allocated in 2018 and 2019, down from a
high of 675!
The current New Hampshire moose story really began only 3540 years ago. At that time an infestation of spruce budworm,
an insect that wreaks havoc on balsam fir trees, caused unprecedented timber harvesting from northern Maine into northern New Hampshire. This created a habitat nirvana for moose
(called “twig eater” in the Algonquin language). The regenerating forestland provided abundant food for rapid population
growth and geographic expansion of moose, a renaissance few
could fathom. Now, after 40 years of forest maturation, the
expansion of the moose population is over. Predictably, following a population explosion like this, a slow retraction in numbers
occurs. However, another infestation now affects moose in a
different manner and, in conjunction with climate change, has
accelerated the decline of New Hampshire’s moose.
The culprit is the winter tick (Dermacentor albipictus), a parasite
that has caused occasional, but major, die-offs in Canada and
the “ghost moose” sometimes seen along roadsides in May. A
ghost moose is an animal with such a heavy parasite load that
the moose grooms excessively, trying to remove feeding ticks
from February-April. This causes hair loss, and the patchiness
of their coat gives them a gray, ghostly appearance.

For moose calves, tick outbreaks create a nightmarish scenario. Research near Berlin, NH showed that ticks killed over 50%
of calves in 5 of the last 6 years, regardless of winter conditions
(moderate, harsh, or nearly snowless). Calves succumb to extreme weight loss and anemia during a 4-week period in MarchApril when adult female ticks engorge themselves on blood.
Although adult moose are rarely killed by winter ticks, studies in
New Hampshire indicate that infestations do affect birth rates
by causing fewer twin births, failure to breed in successive
years, and no breeding by yearling cows.

From left to right: a male, female, and an engorged female winter tick. Image
source: www.mffp.gouv.qc.ca/english/wildlife/wildlife-habitats/winter-tick.jsp

Winter ticks have a 1-year life cycle, with larvae latching onto a
moose host in autumn and then taking three blood meals. In
April female ticks, enlarged to the size of grapes, drop to the
ground to lay their eggs. Moose are essentially tick-free through
summer, while tick eggs hatch and develop into larvae. In September, larval ticks climb nearby vegetation to “quest” for a
host. Questing occurs in “pods” of hundreds of larvae that attach as a single mass. One moose can acquire hundreds of
pods, easily resulting in infestations of 10,000-100,000 ticks per
moose! Our research indicates that a load of about 35,000
ticks will typically kill a calf; in some years, the average load
has been 50,000 ticks.
The overall tick load on a moose is largely determined by how
abundant moose are in an area (moose density) and how much
time tick larvae have to quest for a host in autumn (before permanent snow/cold ends the questing season). Since tick larvae
are found exactly where their mothers dropped to the ground to
lay their eggs in the spring, and moose are often seeking forage
in the same young forest locations in spring and autumn, the
cycle perpetuates itself.
The effect of ticks on moose populations is increasing. Research on radio-collared moose in New Hampshire identified
only one tick outbreak from 2002-2005. In contrast, our current
research on over 250 radio-collared animals documented outbreaks in 4 of the past 5 years – a simply unprecedented rate.

A ghost moose. Photo by Dan Bergeron.
Image source: www.wildlife.state.nh.us/wildlife/moose/study.html
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Connecting People with Nature –
One Visit at a Time

Gino Infascelli
During each springtime visit to the Bog, as I
observe new sprouts emerging from the earth
and beginning to grow, I set aside time to
learn the species of these tiny plants. These
identifications are made easier thanks to volunteers who, in past years, placed small white
species labels around the Bog to mark where
interesting
perennials
reappear
each
year. This is only one of the ways our community of volunteers, friends, and supporters
maintain the ongoing educational opportunities at this natural gem.
This spring, a certain famous New England long-term weather
publication was on target, predicting that April and May would be
rainier than normal, with below-normal temperatures. The prediction for next season is for normal local temperatures and rainfall. With this forecast I anticipate attendance for the great programs offered at our Nature Center will also be above average.
It is exciting to see our Visitor Log and number of guests continue to grow each year as more people enjoy a quiet walk and the
natural beauty around the Bog. This increase in trail use, coupled
with the activities from a growing beaver population, makes
maintenance of the boardwalks a high need and a focus area for
our volunteers this upcoming season. Time and waterlogging of
the untreated lumber in the boardwalk have taken their toll on the
interpretive nature trail built in 1993. By elevating portions of the
boardwalks, and using a design that allows additional height adjustments, we hope to accommodate fluctuating water levels no
matter what the beavers do!
Thank you to all of the visitors, friends, and volunteers who are
part of our Bog community. We also thank Ryan Harvey, a departing board member, for his years of service and contributions
to many of our committees. Last but not least, we offer a very
special thank you to Janice Mulherin for her leadership of our
organization over the last five years.
See you this summer.
Gino Infascelli recently retired after many years of service in the Wetlands
Bureau of New Hampshire’s Department of Environmental Services. You can often
find him helping to improve the trail at the Bog during his free time.

Support Quincy Bog and Land Conservation
We hope you’re just as excited about another summer to explore
the sights and sounds of nature as we are! If you’d like to help
us provide opportunities for outdoor recreation, nature education,
and the protection of special places, please send a donation (along
with your contact information) to
the address below:
Quincy Bog Natural Area /
Pemi-Baker Land Trust
P.O. Box 90
Rumney, NH 03266
Many thanks from all of us at
QBNA/PBLT!

Betty Jo Taffe
During your last visit to Quincy Bog,
did you come alone, with your dogs,
family, friends, or as part of an organized group? Was it your first visit,
or do you come once or twice a
year, several times a month, weekly,
or perhaps even daily? One of the
ways we learn about visits to the
Bog is through the notes people leave in our Visitors Logs at the
kiosks by the trailheads. If you signed in, yours was one of the
2,566 visits recorded in 2018! This total included visitors from 30
states, two Canadian provinces, and eight other countries.
Around 20% of visitors recorded in the Log came in large groups,
including twenty school visits, two summer camps, one church
group, one day care center, and six Bog-sponsored nature walks.
Maybe you’re receiving this newsletter because you’re one of the
233 visitors who asked that your address be added to our Bog
Notes mailing list.
These statistics give only a partial picture of those who stop by
the Bog. Let’s see what the folks who visited Quincy Bog had to
say about their experience as recorded in the 2018 Visitors Log.
Short and sweet: Awesome! Beautiful! Great! How lovely! Loved
it. Enthusiasm!  Peaceful. Wonderful nice. Pretty. Very interesting. Yay yay yay. Very nice. Woo hoo! So much fun! Amazing!
A true Adventure!
The weather: A bit early, eh? [3/28/2018] Snow almost gone
down here! [4/23/2018] Kinda buggy [5/30/2018] Beautiful day
[7/1/2018] Quiet – too hot for Bog life! [7/5/2018] Beautiful rainy
day walk! [7/17/2018] Great rainy day! [8/14/2018] …great place
to visit in all seasons! [10/14/2018] No life forms seen. Quiet
snow! [11/8/2018] Cold but exhilarating  [11/22/2018] Wear
your spikes! [12/10/2018]
What they saw: April – 2 Mallards, 2 Canada Geese, 1 Turkey
Vulture, and 4 Mergansers … June – Saw turtles!... Lots of birds
today… Saw a bunch of chipmunks, a raccoon, and a mamma
duck with her babies… July – Dragonflies!... Enjoyed the squirrels, birds, frogs, water hyacinths & cowlilies… Loved the wood
ducks… August –…so many different ferns! ... 1 snake, 1 turtle,
2 frogs, 3 toads, assorted birds, many dragonflies & daddy longlegs … September – Young GB Heron, Raven, many b-creepers
… ducks, turtles, heron and my most exciting – a bear on the
ledge!... Thrush in a tree, Salamander on a log, Frog in a puddle.
October – Salamander, newt, geese…a large bird…16 garter
snakes … December – a small snake.
What they did: Beautiful early spring meander… Fun Family
walk!... It’s our Anniversary! ... Nice birding!... A beautiful destination to write up in my travel blog… Had an awesome time giving
a talk on native bees… brought my notebook to take note of what
I see!... Slow, easy walk… Very educational for young children…
amazing to see a gorgeous wetland up close … Great nature
Experience!.. Came to capture wildlife photographs… Would love
to volunteer! ... Slipped and fell into the bog. Refreshing!
The trail: Mileage on trail?... Very well maintained… Love the
wooden bridges!!  … Lovely trail well maintained… Some
(Continued on page 3)
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Junior Naturalist Corner
Marguerite Crowell
You may know!
Moose (Alces alces) have a piece of
fur-covered skin that hangs from their
throats called a dewlap or bell.

Mighty Moose

You may not know!

 There

are four different types
(subspecies) of moose in Canada
and the U.S. The Eastern Moose is
the one found in our region.
 In Europe, moose are called Eurasian Elk. There are four different
subspecies of moose across Europe
and Asia.
 One subspecies of moose, which
lived in the Causcasus Mountains
between Europe and Asia, is now
extinct.
 DNA evidence suggests that the
common ancestor for modern-day
moose was from central Asia. They
likely crossed the Bering land bridge
that connected Russia to Alaska to
colonize North America.

Above: Moose pulling a sled. Below: Moose in their natural
environment. Image source: Wikimedia.

In 1909, an early pioneer of Alaska
named Jack Carr tamed two orphaned
moose. He trained them to pull him in
a carriage.
Around the time of World War II,
moose were used to move heavy objects in Russia. Researchers at the
Pechora-Ilych Nature Reserve in Russia began to study the possibility of
domesticating moose, with mixed results. The study continues to this day
at a site called the Kostroma Moose
Farm, where they collect moose milk
and harvest antler velvet. These studies have shown that moose cannot be
herded, are smarter than domestic
cows, and have a specific diet that
cannot be substituted with grains.
Present day!
State law bans keeping game animals
as pets. Unfortunately, moose now
are threatened by climate change,
ticks, and being hit by vehicles. So if
you spot a moose, enjoy this increasingly rare sight!

Back in the day!
In Sweden around 1908, a moose
named Stolta was trained like a horse
and competed in races!

Marguerite Crowell lives in Plymouth and is
the new Vice President of the Quincy Bog Board
of Directors.
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challenging walkways… Nice walking path… Rather difficult to
determine where the trail starts… Do not enter if you have balance issues… You do a wonderful job keeping it up… Except for
the marsh grasses on the boardwalk the pathways were maintained great this year!... Tree down on boardwalk out back…
Love the boardwalk improvements.
Dogs at the Bog: Dogs – and we – loved it!... Dog and myself
needed a little walk. There were many references to visitors
bringing their dogs to the Bog. Just two complained about the
dog thing [i.e. requiring that dogs be leashed]
Timber harvest at the Baker Forest: Haven’t been here in
awhile…(last year) I was just shocked (& disgusted) by what the
Bog has done to the 5 acre parcel “stewarded” to
them...Clearcutting? Ugly!...What happened here? Note: The
former Baker State Forest was planted in 1916 as a red and
white pine plantation and commercially thinned in the 1960s and
1970s. The State gave the forest to Quincy Bog in 2003 to be
overseen using sustainable harvest practices. By harvesting the
mature pines, we are able to maintain the health of the forest
(many of the trees had rot in the boles, making them more prone
to wind storm damage) and also generate revenue for trail improvements at the Bog. A couple dozen large white pines were
left to seed a new crop of pine trees: if you look closely you’ll
see 1-to-2-inch pine seedlings dotting the forest floor. Plus, red

oak and maples have root sprouted, along with raspberries,
providing wildlife with great habitat and early spring food supplies. The regenerating trees and shrubs give us a more diverse
and therefore a more resilient forest. We’ve also been working
with a former Bog board member to plant blight-resistant American Chestnut seedlings and disease-resistant American Elm in
the forest opening.
Our Bog volunteers: Nice job, Volunteers!... Very kind volunteer… The host was amazing!... Host was informative… Very
helpful nature center staff!
Appreciation expressed: Thank you for the visit… Thank you
so much for opening your property to guests. What a beautiful,
restful place. God Bless!... Best spot in town!... Having so much
fun! And thank you… Just moved to NH. Already love the Bog!...
Thank you… Thank you for maintaining this Beautiful spot!...
Thank you for preserving and caring for this very special place…
Very nice. I want to come again… Love it – our 3rd visit… Gotta
return in the spring!... Every time is an experience!... It’s a pleasure to have Quincy Bog in the neighborhood.
This summer we invite you to visit Quincy Bog. And while you’re
here, we hope you’ll leave a comment in our Visitors Log. Tell us
what you liked (or didn’t like), what you did, and what you saw.
We hope to hear from you soon!
Betty Jo Taffe plays many roles at the Bog, one of which has been to the
review the Visitor Logs to help us connect with our friends, new and old.
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This research also verified that there are now lower birth rates
and a lack of twinning. A decline in the moose population is thus
unavoidable, although it may be slow.

Counting ticks. Image source: www.wildlife.state.nh.us/wildlife/moose/study.html

Unlike with most declines in moose, elk, and deer, it is important
to recognize that it is not a lack of quality habitat that is causing
lower moose survival and reproduction in New Hampshire or the
northeast. We still have a relatively large moose population, just
not the numbers we remember from the peak that occurred 15-20

years ago. It is, ironically, because of relatively high moose abundance that the tick outbreaks occur.
But how will this moose-winter tick relationship play out? Will we
lose our moose in New Hampshire? I don’t believe it! Research
in Canada has suggested that when moose density drops, it
eventually reaches a level that doesn’t support tick outbreaks.
Although climate change has extended the autumn questing season, giving larval ticks more time to find a host and increasing the
overall tick load per moose, it doesn’t change this fundamental
host-parasite dependence. This pair of species should reach an
equilibrium where moose density limits tick density.
Is there anything we can do for the moose population? The idea
of a massive spraying campaign to eradicate winter ticks is often
suggested to moose biologists but is impractical. Some people
might think climate will soon change back, but most scientists
disagree. What we can do is think about how moose respond to
habitat. Moose density generally reflects their food abundance,
and moose follow the creation of preferred habitat across the
landscape. Good news for Quincy Bog — the habitat balance
there is better for moderate moose density and infrequent tick
outbreaks than in the Great North Woods where 15-20% of the
forest is perpetually in young growth. Finding the sweet spot of
moose numbers versus tick abundance for herd health, reproduction, and survival is the ultimate goal for moose management
in New Hampshire.
Dr. Pete Pekins is a professor of wildlife ecology at the University of New Hampshire; he oversees the NH moose study along with scientists from NH Fish & Game.

